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We Shall Not Awaken

Thorkild Aske #3

Former interrogation leader Thorkild Aske must return to his roots on Iceland when
his father Ulfur, an environmentalist with a checkered past, is stricken with cancer. But
Ulfur is also in jail: he has been charged with the murder of his young lover. When
Ulfur insists that he is innocent of the crime, Thorkild and his sister find themselves
searching for the truth and the real killer. Their journey across Iceland and into the
murky depths of the past – their own as well as that of Ulfur’s radical environmentalist
group – threatens to lay bare dark secrets best forgotten. The price of the truth will be
exacted in lives.

We Shall Not Awaken is the third Thorkild Aske novel, and a true exploration of the
gothic and sardonic universe of Heine Bakkeid’s lauded protagonist.

Heine Bakkeid

Heine Bakkeid (b. 1974) grew up in the rugged landscape
of Northern Norway, where mist-shrouded waters meet
some of Scandinavia’s most striking mountain formations.
Bakkeid made his literary debut in 2005 when he published
a spy novel for young adults. Since then he has gone on to
write several novels for young readers. The acclaimed I
Will Miss You Tomorrow is Bakkeid’s first venture into
crime fiction, and has earned him the critics’ recognition as
a virtuoso of darkly atmospheric suspense. The novel’s dark
undertones and windswept landscapes are fetched from Bakkeid’s own native North.
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